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My school

◦ Colegio La Mennais – San Gregorio (Aguilar de Campoo, Palencia - Spain)

◦ 700 students from 0-18 years old.

◦ Bilingual Section (Some subjects are taught through English).

◦ Microsoft Showcase School. 

◦ BYOD 5º EP- 2ºBACH.

◦ eTwinning School.

◦ Con el sello 400+ de Excelencia Europea.

◦

◦ http://www.menesianosaguilar.net/ 



How to start a 
project?
Thinking routines

◦ When we start a project we need to

know:

◦ What do my students know?

◦ What do they want to learn?

◦ And the only way of doing is by asking

them to think on the topic.

◦ The problem is not always easy for them to
think. 



Thinking
routine
Initial

assessment.

Thinking routines are basic 
structures that make our student to 
think in a strutured way in a topic. 

If we do it before starting a topic 
or a project we can get important 
information of our students 
knowledge and interests.

We can use all this information to
redesign the project or topic ideas 
to offer the students the best. 



An interesting
Thinking routine
◦ K-W-L: This is a thinking routine that can help us with

the whole project as a daily routine to assess.

◦ K: What did I known? I can use this at the beggining of

the topic, but also everyday so I can check what they

are learning.

◦ W: What do I want to learn? I can use to know student’s
interests, but maybe as the project progress they have

new interests if you ask them everyday.

◦ L: What have you learnt? You can use just to assess at the

end, but also at the end of each lesson will help you to

know how to start the next lesson



Triple chocolate 
cake to assess With the following grapic organizer you can assess also at 

the beggining and along the topic or project if you do it 
on a daily basis. 

BASE OF BOWL: write the topic.

BOWL: before dealing with the topic, write what you 
know about it.

BROWN CHOCOLATE: a doubt you have.

WHITE CHOCOLATE: something it has surprised you.

BLACK CHOCOLATE: something you have learnt.



TO KNOW 
MORE…

VISIBLE THINKING OF 
PROJECT ZERO –

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

THINKING PAHTWAYS BY 
ALICE VIGORS

SITE BILINGUAL SECTION 
OF LA MENNAIS AGUILAR 

DE CAMPOO (SPAIN)

http://www.visiblethinkingpz.org/VisibleThinking_html_files/03_ThinkingRoutines/03a_ThinkingRoutines.html
https://thinkingpathwayz.weebly.com/
https://sites.google.com/site/sangregorioseccionbilinguee/home


Checking the 
process 
◦ When we start the project or the topic

it is important:

◦ To check in a daily basis what our

students are doing or learning.

◦ What the doubts or problems are.

◦ How they are learning and solving the

problems.



The learning dairy

◦ Every day our students have to reflex a bit about what they are doing, how they are 

doing…

◦ This is the best way of practise daily assessment.

◦ It develops in our student the key skill of Learn to Learn.

◦ Teacher can check it easily. 



Ideas for learning diary…

Using a shared notebook which is always 
at school.

Using a shared document if you have the
opportunity of using ICT. (Word, 

Onenote, Gdrive doc.)



ASSESSMENT = REFLECTION

◦ When we finish a topic or a project we assess it from three points of view:

◦ Teacher’s assessment:  in which the teachers offer their point of view of the final products or

knowledge. What do my students learn? 

◦ Self assessment: in which each studen offer their point of view of their knowledge. How did I learn? 
What did I learn? How is my final product?

◦ Peer’s assessment: in which the group of students think and reflect about their way of working. 

How did everybody work? Did everybody work in the same way? How can we improve?



Teacher’s
assessment

◦ We use the rubric for

teacher assessment:

◦ We give them at 

the begging of the

topic.

◦ It is written in their

mother tongue

and with easy

language. 



Self Assessment

◦ We have an

assessment lesson at 

the end of the topic

or project to ask the

student to reflect on

all the learning

process:

◦ Peer’s assessment

target is done using

the rubric, and they

give their reasons

for the marks and 

they look for ways

of improving it. 



◦ At the back part 

of the worksheet 

they offer the 

comments and 

ways to 

improve. 



Example



Peer’s
assessment
◦ The students discuss about

the points of this

document giving a final 

mark to each member of

the group:

◦ The teacher just

observe the groups

discussions.

◦ The students listen to

their mates.

◦ Everybody must sign at 

the end, if not the

teacher will work on. 



REMOTE 
LEARNING
◦ We use Microsoft TEAMS to

communicate and work with the

students.

◦ We send them everyday ASSIGMENTS.

◦ We give them daily feedback.

◦ We can set rubrics, exchange folders, 

and communicate. 

◦ We have live online lessons every day. 



REMOTE 
LEARNING
◦ Through Microsoft OneNote we can 

have 3 options.

◦ Contents: Students can read and 

watch all we need them to know.

◦ Personal notebook: Each student has 

their own digital notebook in which

we mark the tasks. 

◦ Collaboration Space: They can work

in groups with teacher supervision. 



REMOTE 
LEARNING

We tried to assess every 
two day using forms

You can create 
questionaries to assess 
just contents or skills. 



REMOTE 
LEARNING
◦ We use Flipgrid. 

◦ We can Exchange videos to check

students skills.

◦ We ask them questions and they give

explanations o presentations.

◦ You can give feedback to them by

recording another video or typing, 

you can also add some rubrics. 



“Assessment is the engine which
drives student’s learning”

(John Cowan)



Let’s contact me if you need any more info or explanations

@javiramossancha
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